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Master Books 100%

Faith Grower Guarantee

For over 45 years, the mission of Master Books, an imprint of New Leaf Publishing Group,
has been, “Ink on Paper to Impact Eternity.”
Our desire is to publish books and resources that will grow an individual’s faith in their
Creator and His Word in a way that will have a lasting and eternal impact.
We know that when we place a Master Books title into someone’s hands, their faith in
God and His Word is going to grow. It’s been proven, time and time again. In fact, we are
so certain of it that we are offering a 100% Faith Grower Guarantee, or your money back.

NEW!

In 2020, we started
MasterBooksAcademy.com to provide
affordable video supplements for our
courses as well as complete online
course solutions.
Over the next couple of pages you can
see course cards for our current line
up as well as some courses you can
expect to be available later this year.
We offer free previews for each course
so you can see how valuable they will
be to your family.

“”

My daughter and I are so very grateful for your
Elementary Algebra video course on the Academy.
...we are encouraged and so relieved to have this
instruction and support on what can be a harrowing
journey. Thank you SO MUCH for offering this course.
The Wiersma family
mily
Wiersma Fa

MASTERBOOKSACADEMY.COM
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overview

MASTER BOOKS
faith-building

Where Creation Inspires Education.
For over 45 years, Master Books has been
the leading publisher of Christian apologetics
resources supporting the biblical account of
Creation. We believe that all of Creation
declares the glory of God and stands as a
testimony to the truth of His Word.
You will find biblical apologetics woven
throughout our courses because any field of
study would be incomplete without considering
the Creator. As we learn about Creation, our
faith in the Creator grows.
As you make your curriculum choices for
this coming school year, we are praying that
God will give you wisdom to choose the best
tools for the task at hand. You are doing a
significant work, training up your students to
stand against the giants of today’s culture.
May God bless your homeschool.
Master Books

We ensure that a biblical worldview is integral
to all of our curriculum. We start with the
Bible as our standard and build our courses
from there. We strive to demonstrate biblical
teachings and truth in all subjects.

trusted
We’ve been publishing quality Christian
books for over 45 years. We publish bestselling Christian authors like Henry Morris,
Ken Ham, and Ray Comfort.

effective
We use experienced educators to create our
curriculum for real-world use. We don’t just
teach knowledge by itself. We also teach how
to apply and use that knowledge.

engaging
We make our curriculum fun and inspire
a joy for learning. We go beyond rote
memorization by emphasizing hands-on
activities and real world application.

practical
We design our curriculum to be so
easy that you can open the box and start
homeschooling. We provide simple-to-use
schedules and pre-planned lessons that make
education easy for busy homeschooling
families.

flexible
We create our material to be readily
adaptable to any homeschool program. We
know that one size does not fit all and that
homeschooling requires materials that can be
customized for your family’s wants and needs.
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early learning
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subject//

all

grade//

preschool + kindergarten

EARLY LEARNING

STEPPING STONES

BASIC K SET

$44.99

$89.98

AGES 3-4

Ignite a wonderful love of learning as
you guide your child’s first steps on
the stepping stones to success with
a developmentally-based course for
preschool. Introduces students to
concepts like colors, letters, nutrition,
matching objects, and weather, while
also developing their biblical faith.

AGES 4-6

Looking for an easy way to get started? Our Basic K subject set includes our
recommended courses for Kindergarten. The Basic K Set includes teacher and
student materials for 36 weeks of coursework in language arts, life skills, Bible, and
math – including suggested daily schedule, instruction, student worksheets, and
answer keys.
Math Lessons for a Living Education: Level K
$44.99

Simply K
$44.99

Video supplements
available at
MasterBooksAcademy.com

BIBLICAL BEGINNINGS FOR PRESCHOOLERS
AGES 3-5

$127.89

Learn the alphabet, dinosaurs, colors, numbers, shapes, opposites, animals, insects, birds, plants and trees, as well as important
biblical history and concepts like the Trinity! Includes activity-based learning, coloring, visual and verbal interaction with the
alphabet, colorful illustrations, rhyming text, and following simple instructions.
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subject//

reading

grade//

preschool + kindergarten

Johnson Family

YOUNG READERS

THE BIG BOOK

world and everything in it are God’s majestic

wonderful creations. Even the biggest things

Kathleen Ruckman

fty, snowcapped mountains or the endless,

y are His handiwork. Come along and

he wonder and excitement of God’s biggest

THE TINY BOOK

Delightfully fun,
imaginative
reader
for kids!

Even the tiniest things like the dots on a ladybug’s back or gently falling

Kathleen Ruckman is the author of several published short stories and articles. She loves children and
writing stories for them. She lives with her husband, Tom and their four children in western Oregon.

An encouraging story celebrating the
beauty and wonder of God’s creation.

A whimsical fable that will delight children and adults.

JUVENILE NONFICTION/Religious/
Christian/Science & Nature
RELIGION/Religion & Science

ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-358-3

ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-359-0

EAN

EAN

This good-values storybook includes:
• Parent/Teacher Activity Guide
• Fascinating Science Facts

$5.99

e for anyone who needs a friend.

is latest Bombus adventure:

acher Activity Guide

nce Facts about Dragonflies!

THE VERY BEST PLAN

James McEwen

Amanda L. Davis

In Westley, The Big Truck, Westley learns
from the wise old truck Diesel about how
he was specially created and designed
for a purpose.
Available: April

This adorable board book teaches
children all about why God created
traditional marriage and families and is
the perfect read-aloud to introduce this
important concept to early readers.

$12.99

$10.99

INSIDE NOAH’S ARK FOR KIDS

WHEN YOU SEE A RAINBOW

MY CREATION BIBLE

Becki Dudley

Becki Dudley

Ken Ham, Jonathan Taylor

This fascinating board book presents big
answers for little kids about how the Ark
was designed, what the animals may
have looked like, and how they were
cared for.

It is important that children today
remember the true history of the
rainbow as a symbol of God’s promise
to Noah and the world after the Great
Flood. When you see a rainbow way up
high, remember God’s promise and the
reason why!

A truly special “ﬁrst Bible” for children,
perfect to begin teaching faith lessons
from its beautifully illustrated and
Scripture-inspired pages!

$10.99 U.S.

McEwen

The second adventure for this delightful,
chubby bumblebee, this W
book picks up
where Bombus the Bumblebee left off.
Bombus ﬁnds himself far from home
and friends. Only the intervention of
fascinating creatures he ﬁnds along the
way helps him ﬁnd his way home.
ISBN-13: 978-0-89051-410-8
ISBN-10: 0-89051-410-0

EAN

ISBN-13: 978-1-68344-259-2

$7.99

WESTLEY, BIG TRUCK

Kids / Juvenile / Issues

JUVENILE FICTION/Animals/General
JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/Christian/
Animals

&

Elizabeth Haidle

Elsie Larson
estley, the big truck, is worried.
When he breaks down one day, the
insults from the other cars and trucks make
him wonder — is he just a big pile of junk
or is he more special than that? In Westley,
The Big Truck, Westley learns from the
wise old truck Diesel about how he was
specially created and designed for a
purpose. This fun and interesting book
will fascinate children as they learn how
they too have a Designer and Creator.

MBUS The Bumblebee

Illustrated by

David Haidle
ISBN-13: 978-1-68344-258-5

BOMBUS FINDS A FRIEND
Westley, the Big Truck

MBUS

s a Friend

Elsie Larson

JUVENILE FICTION/Animals/General
JUVENILE FICTION/Religious/Christian/
Animals

EAN

$5.99

Finds A Friend

e!

excitement of God’s tiniest creations.

ou and m
at
e d , j u s t l i ke y

e

snowflakes are His handiwork. Come along and explore the wonder and

JUVENILE NONFICTION/Religious/
Christian/Science & Nature
RELIGION/Religion & Science

A celebration of the incredible variety in
God’s creation, this delightful children’s
book follows the life of a bumblebee.
Follow along on the adventures of
Bombus as he explores both his world
and the special abilities God gave him.

Elizabeth
Haidle

The world and everything in it are God’s majestic and wonderful creations.

agnificent
ng reader
r kids!

Elsie Larson

A magniﬁcent book highlighting the
amazing world we sometimes fail to
see and teaching that GodBombus
created
the Bumblebee
everything, so everything is special. Little
things can make big differences!

Cr

A magniﬁcent book that highlights the
big things in life and teaches that God
created everything in this remarkable
universe, including mountains, redwoods,
deserts, and oceans. Large things are
important too!

re books, articles, poetry, and devotions. She lives with her

BOMBUS THE BUMBLEBEE

Donald
Haidle

Elsie
Larson

Kathleen Ruckman

EAN

$7.99

Westley 1-31-06.indd

1

$12.99

James McEwen
2/15/06

3:37:04 PM

$11.99

$9.99
REMARKABLE RESCUE

ALL GOD’S CHILDREN

WHEN YOU SEE A STAR

Becki Dudley

Ken Ham

Becki Dudley

Through this visually stirring preschool
board book, children can see that God
will stand with them no matter what
they face.

God madethe
the objectsworld
in the sky you see,share
Children from around
Back when the universe came to be...
how the human race began with Adam
and Eve, and explain the diversity seen
among people today.

$7.99

$6.99

God’s truest glory is seen when the sun slips away
and the beauty of the night sky is revealed.
Enjoy the special wonder of a starry night
as you share the true story of God’s love for mankind.

For Parents/Teachers: Special bonus text written by
Dr. Danny Faulkner explains the biblical history of stars!

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

JUVENILE NON-FICTION/Religion/
General
NATURE/General

$9.99 U.S.

ISBN-13: 978-1-68344-185-4

EAN

Printed in China

DUDLEY

Copyright © 2019 by Becki Dudley
New Leaf Publishing Group Inc.
P.O. Box 726, Green Forest, AR 72638
All rights reserved.
ISBN: 978-1-68344-185-4

Becki Dudley
illustrated by Laura Watson

God’s glory is seen when the sun slips
away and the beauty of the night sky
is revealed. Enjoy the special wonder
of a starry night as you share the true
story of God’s love for mankind with this
engaging book of rhyme.

$9.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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all

subject//

grade//

1st-12th

SCOPE + SEQUENCE
MATHEMATICS
1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

6TH

5TH

6TH

MATH LESSONS FOR A LIVING EDUCATION 1-6 [PG 12]

LANGUAGE ARTS
1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR A LIVING EDUCATION 1-6 [PG 20]
WRITING STRANDS

FOUNDATIONS

BEGINNING 1 + 2 [PG 22]

PHONICS [PG 19]

HISTORY
1ST

2ND

3RD

MY STORY 1 + 2 [PG 26]

4TH

5TH

6TH
WORLD’S

AMERICA’S STORY 1-3 [PG 27]

STORY 1
[PG 32]
ELEM. US GEOGRAPHY [PG 28]
ELEM. GEOGRAPHY & CULTURES [PG 28]
ELEMENTARY WORLD HISTORY [PG 29]
BIOGRAPHIES OF THE REVOLUTION [PG 29]
TIMELINE OF THE REVOLUTION [PG 29]
A CHILD’S GEOGRAPHY: GRADES 3-8 [PG 30]

SCIENCE
1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

6TH

GOD’S DESIGN SCIENCE [PG 38]
SCIENCE STARTERS [PG 42]
LET’S TALK SCIENCE 1, 2, 3 [PG 36]

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE [PG 42]
ELEMENTARY ANATOMY [PG 42]
ELEMENTARY ZOOLOGY [PG 40]
ELEMENTARY PALEONTOLOGY: DINOSAURS [PG 41]

ELECTIVES
1ST

2ND

3RD

4TH

5TH

MORE THAN WORDS 1 + 2 [PG 50]
WHERE FAITH GROWS [PG 50]

ELEMENTARY APOLOGETICS [PG 51]
LIVING ART LESSONS [PG 51]

8

6TH

MATHEMATICS
7TH

8TH

9TH

10TH

PRINCIPLES OF

ELEMENTARY

MATHEMATICS 1 + 2 [PG 14]

ALGEBRA [PG 15]

GEOMETRY

11TH
[PG 15]

12TH

ALGEBRA 2 [PG 16]

LANGUAGE ARTS
7TH

8TH

9TH

WRITING STRANDS

10TH

11TH

12TH

WRITING STRANDS

INTERMEDIATE 1 + 2 [PG 22]

ADVANCED 1 + 2

[PG 22]

JENSEN’S: GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION, VOCABULARY, FORMAT WRITING

[PG 23]

HIGH SCHOOL LITERATURE: AMERICAN, WORLD, AND BRITISH [PG 24]

HISTORY
7TH

8TH

9TH

10TH

11TH

12TH

HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY: AMERICAN AND WORLD [PG 33]

WORLD’S STORY 2 + 3
[PG 32]

INTRO TO ECONOMICS / CIVICS AND THE CONSTITUTION
[PG 34]

SCIENCE
7TH

8TH

9TH

10TH

11TH

12TH

MASTER’S CLASS BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY [PG 48]

GENERAL SCIENCE 1 + 2 [PG 46]

LIFE SCIENCE: ORIGINS & SCIENTIFIC THEORY [PG 47]

ELEMENTS OF FAITH [PG 44]
APPLIED ENGINEERING [PG 45]
ADVANCED PRE-MED STUDIES [PG 47]

AWESOME SCIENCE:
HISTORICAL GEOLOGY [PG 45]

SURVEY OF ASTRONOMY [PG 47]

INTRO TO ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY 1 + 2 [PG 43]
SURVEY OF SCIENCE HISTORY & CONCEPTS [PG 47]

INTRO TO ASTRONOMY [PG 45]

ELECTIVES
7TH

8TH

9TH

10TH

CHRISTIAN HISTORY [PG 52]

11TH

12TH

GREAT CHRISTIAN CLASSICS [PG 54]

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC [PG 52]

COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS [PG 52]

APOLOGETICS IN ACTION [PG 52]
CULTURAL ISSUES 1 + 2 [PG 53]
WORLDVIEWS IN CONFLICT [PG 53]
BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY [PG 54]
CHRISTIAN HERITAGE [PG 53]
HISTORY OF THE WORLD [PG 54]
HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY [PG 53]
INTRO TO BIBLICAL GREEK [PG 54]
FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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masterbooks.com

HOW TO BUY MASTER BOOKS
Generous previews of all books can be found at MasterBooks.com. Feel free to print them off, read through the
introduction, and have your student sample the work to help your family make an educated decision regarding your

SHOP BY SUBJECT

We sometimes have a variety of solutions. You
may ﬁnd more than one solution is available for
the grade or subject you are looking for. In those
cases, simply choose the core course that you
feel would best meet your teaching style and
that your student would be most interested
in taking.

PHYSICAL BOOKS OR DIGITAL

We offer either option for your convenience.
These are sold separately. Please note that
printing a digital book is sometimes more
expensive than buying the physical books. Some
of our courses are almost 500 pages and in full
color. Page counts can be found under the
additional information tab on the product page.

recommended, best-selling sets for the core subjects for
each grade level. The four basic subjects include math,
language arts, history, and science. You save 30% and
receive free shipping in the contiguous U.S.

CREATE-A-BUNDLE

We know the “cookie-cutter” approach to choosing
homeschool curriculum isn’t always practical in the real
world because every situation is unique. Choose any three
qualifying subject sets and save an additional 5%.

GRADE LEVELS/RANGE

Grade levels are suggestions to serve as guidelines
and not absolutes. If your student is advanced,
you may consider choosing a curriculum in a
higher grade level and vice versa. Master Books
curriculum is designed to give you the ability
to tailor your student’s education around their
capabilities and interests. Where applicable, we
recommend using the placement guides when
they are available on the website. Placement
guides can be found on the product pages and
also in the FAQ section of the website.

INDIVIDUAL SETS + ITEMS

We offer everyday low pricing on all our products at
MasterBooks.com. You can choose to add any extra book,
course, or resource to your order.

RELATED ITEMS

On MasterBooks.com, you will also ﬁnd Related Items on
the product pages. These are courses or items that are
recommended or go well with the product you are looking
at. It will be indicated in the course description if there is a
required extra resource.

10

REWARD POINTS

Master Books rewards you for shopping with points
totaling 5% of your order (not including taxes and
shipping). For example, if your product total comes
to $100, you earn 500 points, or $5.00 towards your
next order. 100 points is equivalent to $1. You must
be logged into your account when you place the
order to qualify for reward points.

mathematics

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
@THEBROWNFIELDHOME

NLPG .COM
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subject//

mathematics

grade//

elementary k-6

MATH LESSONS FOR A LIVING EDUCATION
A Charlotte Mason ﬂavor to math for today’s student with a blend of stories, copywork, oral narration, and hands-on
experience that bring concepts to life.

LEVEL K
AGES 4-6

$44.99

Math Lessons for a Living Education series now has one more book to get excited about. As always,
engaging stories help communicate the math concepts in a more understandable way. Kindergarten
math prepares young students to journey through the rest of the series with the basics of number
recognition, basic patterns, shapes, time, critical thinking, and stamina.

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

$44.99

$44.99

$44.99

GRADE 1

Learning numbers 0 to 100, circles and
patterns, counting and addition, days of
the week, and telling time.

Subtraction, writing numbers to
100, introducing word problems and
measurement, and dollars and cents.

GRADE 3

Column addition, introducing
multiplication and division, and
Roman numerals.

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6 SET

$44.99

$44.99

$89.98

GRADE 4

New fraction concepts, metric units
of measurement, basic geometry, and
averaging.

12

GRADE 2

GRADE 5

Factoring, improper fractions,
common and uncommon
denominators, and multiplying
decimals.

GRADE 6

Explore real world mathematics like shopping,
coupons, wages, and more through concepts
that include decimals, percentages, fractions,
geometry, maps, graphs, equations, and charts.
Student Book
$44.99

Teacher Guide
$39.99

urcabin

@welcometoo

TEACHING
COMPANION

$19.99

Gain insights into
the teaching method
of this best-selling
series as well as
additional instruction,
backstories, recipes, and
manipulatives.
This companion covers
the entire Math Lessons
for a Living Education
series K-6.

Vann family

additional resources

$17.99

$17.99

$17.99

With Practice Makes Perfect levels 1-3, your student will develop a greater mastery of what has been taught in each of the levels of Math
Lessons for Living Education, grow in conﬁdence, and practice independent learning skills.

RIGHT BRAIN
ADDITION &
SUBTRACTION FLASH
CARDS

RIGHT BRAIN
MULTIPLICATION &
DIVISION
FLASH CARDS

Pre-made addition &
subtraction ﬂashcards
designed for right
brain learning.

Pre-made multiplication
& division ﬂashcards
designed for right
brain learning.

$14.99

$14.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

mathematics

grade//

junior high 7-8

PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICS
“Every time you solve a math problem, you’re relying on the underlying consistency present in math. Any time you see
that math still operates consistently, it’s testifying that God is still on His throne, faithfully holding all things together.”
– Katherine Loop Hannon

PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICS BOOK 1
GRADE 7-8

$82.98

Principles of Mathematics Book 1 lays a solid foundation—both
academically and spiritually—as your student prepares for high school
math! Students will study concepts of arithmetic and geometry, further
develop their problem-solving skills, see how mathematical concepts
are applied in a practical way to everyday life, and strengthen their faith!
Written in a conversational style, designed for independent learning, with
real-life examples, historical tidbits, and practical how-to-apply math
knowledge.
Video supplements available at MasterBooksAcademy.com
Student Book
$42.99

Teacher Guide
$39.99

@MYLILTRIBE

PRINCIPLES OF MATHEMATICS BOOK 2
GRADE 7-8

$82.98

Building on Book 1, students will learn the essential principles of algebra,
coordinate graphing, probability, statistics, functions, and other important
areas of mathematics. They will continue to learn that all of math boils
down to a way of describing God’s world and is a useful means to serve
and worship Him.
Video supplements available at MasterBooksAcademy.com
Student Book
$42.99

14

Teacher Guide
$39.99

subject//

mathematics

grade//

high school 9-12

ALGEBRA & GEOMETRY

ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
GRADE 9 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$149.97

$245.96 W/DVD

This high school algebra curriculum provides a full year of
math in a clearly written format with guidance for teachers
as well as for students who are self-directed. The full-color
student text is divided into 17 sections, covering functions and
graphs, integers, rational numbers, exponents, polynomials,
factoring, fractions, and more. Select solutions are provided in
the text, with full answers available in the Solutions Manual.
Video supplements available at MasterBooksAcademy.com
Student Book
$79.99

Tutoring DVD
$95.99

Solutions Manual
$34.99

Teacher Guide
$34.99

GEOMETRY

GRADE 10-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$144.97

$240.96 W/DVD

Harold Jacobs’ Geometry has been an authoritative standard
for years, with nearly one million students having learned
geometry principles through the text. Now revised with a
daily schedule, the text is adaptable for either classroom
or homeschool use. With the use of innovative discussions,
cartoons, anecdotes, and vivid exercises, students will not
only learn but will also ﬁnd their interest growing with each
lesson.
Student Book
$79.99

Tutoring DVD
$95.99

Solutions Manual
$34.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

mathematics

grade//

high school 10-12

ALGEBRA 2

NEW

A course that teaches algebra from a biblical perspective!
PRINCIPLES OF ALGEBRA 2
GRADE 10-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$159.97

Get ready to get a glimpse of God’s handiwork as you apply algebra from your studies. Most algebra books come across as a whole
bunch of meaningless, often hard-to-understand problems. But algebra doesn’t have to be that way at all. This book is full of different
“tools” in algebra, seeing how they all really help us explore God’s creation and complete real-life tasks…and then conveying that in the
program. Students should leave their math lessons for the day understanding why they’re learning what they’re learning, equipped to
really apply math, and awed at the Creator.
Video supplements available at MasterBooksAcademy.com
Student Book
$79.99

Solutions Manual
$39.99

Teacher Guide
$39.99

is a resource to help you present math as a testimony to the Creator.

16

language arts

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE SMITHER FAMILY

Where should my child start?

LANGUAGE ARTS
GRADE 1

FOUNDATIONS PHONICS // SEMESTER 1
LANGUAGE LESSONS 1 // SEMESTER 2

1

In semester one, teach your child to read in a fun and
easy way using Foundations Phonics. Then, Language
Lessons 1 continues to strengthen reading skills while
introducing students to grammar, spelling, and writing
through a gentle and engaging approach.

concepts and basic
writing skills utilizing
a Charlotte Mason
inﬂuenced approach.

Jensen’s teaches grammar
and writing from a more
traditional approach.

4B

GRADE 9-12

2

4A

Stobaugh’s Literature is a rigorous,
rhetoric-level course that teaches
higher-level thinking.

18

subject//

language arts

grade//

kindergarten - 1

FOUNDATIONS PHONICS

FOUNDATIONS PHONICS
GRADE KINDERGARTEN - 1

$39.99

This unique phonics curriculum will
take your student on a journey from
the beginning of Creation to the
Resurrection of Christ and beyond as
they learn each letter and corresponding
sound. Designed to meet the needs of
students who are ready to begin writing,
as well as those who may not have
mastered the hand-eye coordination
skills yet that are needed for writing.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE SANCHEZ FAMILY

subject//

language arts

grade//

elementary 1-6

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR A LIVING EDUCATION
After completing a basic phonics course such as Foundations Phonics, the Language Lessons for a Living
Education series will continue to strengthen your student’s written and verbal language skills as they progress
through the elementary grades.
Before choosing which level to begin with, we recommend utilizing our Placement Guide found at
MasterBooks.com to properly place your student.

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR
A LIVING EDUCATION 1 SET

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR
A LIVING EDUCATION 2

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR
A LIVING EDUCATION 3 SET

$89.96

$44.99

$59.98

4 BOOK SET : GRADE 1

This fun and engaging level builds on what
students have learned in Foundations
Phonics. They will continue to learn more
about phonetic sounds and strengthen
their writing skills while learning basic
grammar concepts.

GRADE 2

This level will guide your student
towards mastery of reading,
grammar and vocabulary,
as well as the mechanics of
communication and writing.
Develops early reading and
narration skills and by the end
of the course, students should
be able to comfortably write up
to three sentences at a time.
Includes weekly spelling lists.

2 BOOK SET - GRADE 3

Continues to strengthen
reading and writing skills
learned in Level 2, this level will
teach your student paragraph
structure, compound words,
contractions, sentence
combining, helping verbs,
prepositions, spelling, and
more. By the end of this course,
students should be able to
demonstrate writing mastery of
a multi-sentence paragraph.

No additional resources
required for this level.
Language Lessons for a Living Education 1
$44.99
Charlie and Trike in the Grand Canyon Adventure
$15.99
Not Too Small at All: A Mouse Tale
$13.99
The Door of Salvation
$14.99

INCLUDED IN SET:

Language Lessons for a Living Education 3
$44.99
101 Favorite Stories from the Bible
$14.99

20
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Peterson Fam

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR
A LIVING EDUCATION 4 SET

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR
A LIVING EDUCATION 5 SET

LANGUAGE LESSONS FOR
A LIVING EDUCATION 6 SET

$59.98

$59.98

$66.98

2 BOOK SET - GRADE 4

Students will build on and
reinforce essential communication
skills. Independent reading and
mastery of effective sentences
and paragraphs are at the heart of
this course as they learn to apply
grammar rules effectively, improve
spelling, expand vocabulary usage,
and apply their reading and writing
skills effectively.

2 BOOK SET - GRADE 5

2 BOOK SET - GRADE 6

Through independent reading
and practice, students
continue to build proﬁciency in
grammar, vocabulary, reading
comprehension, spelling, and
written communication skills.
Students will build their ability to
think critically as they effectively
hone their grammar skills and
develop creativity.

Students will master grammar,
spelling, and vocabulary skills
while they develop the ability to
consistently write clear, effective
sentences within dynamic
paragraphs and develop creativity
such as ﬁgures of speech and
descriptive writing.

Be equipped to
spiritually lead your
family with this
vital tool!

The 10 Minute Bible Journey is a fast-paced
synopsis of God’s Word from beginning to end.
Fifty-two illustrated accounts connect the
chronological, gospel-centered storyline of more
than 200 of the most strategic and amazing events
from Creation to Heaven. Filled with vibrant, full-color
illustrations and exciting “faith facts” that confirm
the Bible is true, this apologetics-infused book is
designed to help Christians of all ages achieve a new
level in their understanding of God’s Word and their
relationship with Jesus Christ! Discover:
• 52 accounts with explanatory notes

People constantly
ask me for a book they can
use to lead their family
through the Bible in a
systematic way...now I have
the perfect resource to
recommend to them!
– Israel Wayne,
conference speaker
and author

• Devotional passages and summaries
• A convenient fold-out timeline
• Scores of little known facts

The 10 Minute Bible Journey goes beyond the
popular stories of Sunday school to present
important context and chronological connections
found within the puzzle pieces of biblical text. Master
a new understanding of how the pieces fit together in
the amazing, gospel-based map to Heaven.
BONUS! ALSO INCLUDES:
• Hundreds of key annotations and endnotes
• The “Summary First” Bible read-through plan
• Tips for use in small group Bible studies

Love Worth Finding
Ministries

DALE MASON is the founding publisher and executive editor
of Answers Magazine and a vice-president at Answers in
Genesis. He is also a fun-loving, head-standing husband,
father, and grandfather!
RELIGION/Christian Theology/Apologetics
RELIGION/Biblical Studies/General

$21.99 U.S.

ISBN-13: 978-0-89221-755-7

EAN

The 10 Minute Bible
Journey is as well-suited as
a personal devotional as it
is for group Bible study and
one-on-one discipleship.
I highly recommend this
book for men and women
of all ages!
– Cathy Allen,

INCLUDED IN SET:

INCLUDED IN SET:

INCLUDED IN SET:

101 Favorite Stories from the Bible
$14.99

101 Favorite Stories from the Bible
$14.99

The 10 Minute Bible Journey
$21.99

Language Lessons for a Living Education 4
$44.99

Language Lessons for a Living Education 5
$44.99

Language Lessons for a Living Education 6
$44.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

language arts

grade//

5-10

WRITING STRANDS

TEACHING COMPANION

$9.99

Teachers will ﬁnd this an invaluable resource, not only for using the Writing Strands curriculum
but also for teaching any course that includes writing and literature as a component. The Teaching
Companion provides a helpful overview of the Writing Strands system, as well as additional
information on a range of writing, grammar, and literature issues that a teacher may face at any level
of the program.

$34.99

Students will master basic writing with
unique exercises on dialogue, reporting,
interviews, role playing, persuasion, story
writing, organizing, and grouping ideas.

$34.99

Students will study writing strong
arguments, dialogue, papers, and letters,
as well as literary elements like theme,
genre, point of view, and tone.
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GRADE 5-8

$34.99

Students will learn how to effectively
master using sentences and
paragraphs, main and supporting ideas,
process of rewriting, point of view, and
creating characters.

$34.99

Students will practice writing reports,
short stories, essays, and other forms of
writing and learn about literary devices,
including imagery, symbolism, and
rhetorical language.

$34.99

Students will learn about effective
paragraphs, descriptive writing,
narrative voice, and tense usage,
as well as how to analyze plots in
literature.

$34.99

Students will reﬁne their writing and
research skills and study John Bunyan’s
classic Pilgrim’s Progress (free download
provided).

subject//

language arts

grade//

high school 9-12

GRAMMAR

GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$66.00

A mastery based course where students
incrementally learn the principles of
grammar as well as how to apply it to their
own writing. Emphasizes proper sentences
as the building blocks of communication.
Video supplements available at
MasterBooksAcademy.com
Student Book
$33.00 $24.42

Tutoring DVD
$33.00 $26.40

PUNCTUATION

GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$25.00

Teaches punctuation
systematically with plenty
of practice for students to
work through. Developed
with review for long term
retention and includes
examples taken from
classic literature.

VOCABULARY

FORMAT WRITING

$33.00

$50.00

GRADE 9-12 [1.5 YEAR / 1.5 CREDIT]

A thoughtful and systematic
approach to learning roots,
afﬁxes, and words. This book
provides excellent preparation
for standardized tests.

GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

Teaches structure and organization
from the paragraph to the major
paper. A must for all high school
students, particularly those who
are college-bound.
Video supplements available at
MasterBooksAcademy.com
Student Book
$25.00

grade//

Tutoring DVD
$25.00

high school 7-12

LITERATURE with a Christian worldview
CHRISTIAN READING COMPANION FOR 50 CLASSICS

$15.99

Reading and understanding the classics is important for college preparation, as well as for personal
enjoyment. With the Christian Reading Companion for 50 Classics you can gain a deeper understanding
of them from a Christian perspective. Selections include books and plays for both middle school and high
school levels.
Get even more out of your literary experiences with a glossary, brief author biographies, and age-appropriate
suggestions for your student. A detailed answer guide helps you turn a love of reading into a credited,
educational course that will encourage an appreciation of the written word, develop vocabulary skills, and
prompt a deeper interaction with books that are foundational for college-prep activities!

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

language arts

grade//

high school 9-12

HIGH SCHOOL LITERATURE
A classical approach to analyzing literature that includes assignments, exams, and essay prompts.
A thorough college-prep coverage of literature.

AMERICAN LITERATURE
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$72.98

A rigorous study of American literature (prose, poetry, and drama) from 1750, through
settlement, establishment, and Reconstruction to present day. Broken into 34 weeks
of study, with an overview of narrative background material on writers, their historical
settings, and worldviews.
Covered in this volume includes books by: William Bradford, Edgar Allan Poe,
Frederick Douglass, Stephen Crane, Mark Twain, John Steinbeck, Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow, Emily Dickinson, and many more selections of the ﬁnest in American
Literature.
Student Book
$42.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

WORLD LITERATURE

GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$72.98

A rigorous study of world literature from various cultures, such as Egyptian, Jewish,
Greek, and Roman, to Church history and the modern age. Broken into 34 weeks of
study, with an overview of narrative background material on writers, their historical
settings, and worldviews.
Literature covered in this volume includes: Epic of Gilgamesh, The Iliad by Homer, The
Republic by Plato, The Sermon on the Mount by Matthew, Confessions by Augustine
of Hippo, “A Doll’s House” by Henrik Ibsen, The Stranger by Albert Camus, as well as
readings from Japan, India, China, Russia, Spain, and many more.
Student Book
$42.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

BRITISH LITERATURE

GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$72.98

A rigorous study of British Literature from the Anglo Saxon Age, through empires,
wars, and world domination to the twentieth century. Broken into 34 weeks of study,
with an overview of narrative background material on writers, their historical settings,
and worldviews.
Covered in this volume includes works by: Geoffrey Chaucer, William Shakespeare,
Daniel Defoe, Mary Shelly, Jane Austen, C. S. Lewis, John Donne, William Blake,
Elizabeth Barret Browning, and many more of the ﬁnest in British Literature.
Student Book
$42.99
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Teacher Guide
$29.99

history

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE DREW FAMILY

subject//

history

grade//

elementary 1-2

MY STORY
Designed to introduce your student to the world around them. A fun introduction to family, community, history,
politics, economics, sociology, and geography, ultimately aiming toward a comprehensive understanding of
God’s world.

MY STORY 1
GRADE 1

$44.99

Level 1 begins with children in their homes, helping them think about their
lives from their immediate families and beyond, as well as learning about
local governments.

mily

Rosado Fa

MY STORY 2
GRADE 2

$44.99

Level 2 continues with a journey around the world and lays a foundation for
understanding state and federal governments, basic economic principles,
and more.
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subject//

history

grade//

elementary 3-6

AMERICA’S STORY
An engaging Charlotte Mason inspired approach to American History beginning at the infancy of the nation and
ending in modern times. Includes a variety of fun activities and supplemental features for each chapter.

AMERICA’S STORY 1
GRADE 3-6

$69.98

From Ancient America to the Great Gold Rush, history comes alive in the stories and adventures
of explorers and pioneers who saw in America the chance to live a dream - to freely worship God,
to have a chance to own land, and the search for wealth and opportunities. Includes important
narratives of the people and places that stand for some of the most
pivotal moments in America’s development.
Student Book
$39.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

extra resource

AMERICA’S STORY 1 TIMELINE PACK

$8.99

Timeline strip and images for Level 1.

AMERICA’S STORY 2
GRADE 3-6

$69.98

From the Civil War to the Industrial Revolution, Level 2 explores “one nation
under God“ as America stretches across the continent and tests the limits of the
Constitution that binds it together. In the lives of soldiers and sailors, outlaws and
lawmen, pastors and pioneers, as well as Native Americans
struggling to continue their traditional way of life, we see the
history and the controversies of the resilient nation unfold before us.
Student Book
$39.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

extra resource

AMERICA’S STORY 2 TIMELINE PACK

$8.99

Timeline strip and images for Level 2.

AMERICA’S STORY 3
GRADE 3-6

$69.98

From the early 1900s to modern times, learn about the innovative mass production
of the Model T automobiles, the most famous shipwreck in modern history, war
heroes who protected America and the world, the brave ﬁght
for freedom in the Civil Rights Movement, political contests,
cultural trends, the advances of technology, and many other
fascinating historical points.
Student Book
$39.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

extra resource

AMERICA’S STORY 3 TIMELINE PACK

$8.99

Timeline strip and images for Level 3.

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

history

grade//

elementary 4-6

GEOGRAPHY
Book journeys that glorify God, explore His creation, and highlight amazing things all across the US and the world!

ELEMENTARY U.S. GEOGRAPHY AND SOCIAL STUDIES
Journey through the United States to discover culture and traditions,
God’s natural wonders, history makers, history markers, science
and technology, economic resources, exploration, and industries.
Elements include statehood dates, capital cities, state ﬂowers, state
birds, and state nicknames.
Passport to America

Children’s Atlas of the USA
$24.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

EXTRA RESOURCES
Passport + Stickers
$2.99
PASSPORT
to
AMERICA

ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHY & CULTURES
GRADE 4-6

$50.97

Explore continents, countries, and cultures around the globe!
Discover biomes, history, government systems, heritage sites,
recipes, wide-ranging facts and details as well as Christian
connections everywhere you go with these photo-rich resources!
Children’s Atlas of God’s World
$19.99

Teacher Guide
$14.99

Passport to the World
$15.99

EXTRA RESOURCES
Passport + Stickers
$2.99
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subject//

history

grade//

elementary 4-6

WORLD HISTORY

ELEMENTARY WORLD HISTORY
GRADE 4-6

$57.97

Get ready . . . and go! Delve into an investigative study of world
history as a reporter in this uniquely designed course! Follow
special tracks of biblical and Christian history, world events,
civilizations, empires, inventions, and technology.
Big Book of History

Teacher Guide
$19.99

Noah’s Ark: Thinking Outside the Box

subject//

history

grade//

elementary 4-6

REVOLUTIONARY HISTORY
BIOGRAPHIES OF THE REVOLUTION
GRADE 4-6

$49.98

Your student will be introduced to the leaders, the causes, and the challenges of the Revolutionary
War. The adventures of statesmen, soldiers, sailors, spies, and Native American ﬁghters illustrate
how God worked both naturally and supernaturally to build a free nation out of 13 scattered
English colonies.
Fight for Freedom
$34.99

Teacher Guide
$14.99

TIMELINE OF THE REVOLUTION
GRADE 4-6

$49.98

Learn about the War of Independence through the Constitution in this chronological, 36-week
daily study. Explore the lives of those who dared to oppose the most powerful military on
earth with the most powerful words and principles put to paper. Discover in-depth character
comments, explanations of providential occurrences, founder’s quotes, poetry from the time
period, and more!
America’s Struggle to Become a Nation
$34.99

Teacher Guide
$14.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

geography

grade//

elementary 3-8

A CHILD’S GEOGRAPHY

A CHILD’S GEOGRAPHY 3 - NEW & REVISED

GRADE 3-8

GRADE 3-8

$39.99

Explore the atmosphere, the lithosphere and the
hydrosphere, then maps, longitude and latitude.

See and understand ancient civilizations and great empires
from what has been left behind and carefully preserved.

GRADE 3-8

GRADE 3-8

GRADE 3-8

Travel through the lands of Scripture,
discovering familiar biblical
landmarks.

Walk in the footsteps of great leaders
and inﬂuencers of the medieval
world and delight in breathtaking
landscapes, hidden wonders, and
beautiful people.

Uncover Vikings, ancient mysteries,
experience medieval ways of life, and
understand enduring conﬂicts that
have shaped the modern countries of
northern Europe.

$36.99
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$39.99

$36.99

$36.99

subject//

social studies

grade//

elementary 4-6

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

MAP TREK: THE COMPLETE COLLECTION
DIGITAL DOWNLOAD ONLY
Come along as we journey back through time and get
acquainted with our nation’s presidents, from General
George Washington to our Commander-in-Chief, Joe Biden.
Find out about the events that propelled these men into
the highest office of the United States of America and what
remarkable and memorable deeds marked each of their
presidencies.

$38.50

$24.99

$19.99

Join us as we travel from coast to coast, learning about the 50
states! From the disappearance of England’s ﬁrst American
settlement to California’s population explosion of 1849, you’ll
experience the growth of a new nation.

Now you can have hundreds of historical outline maps at
your ﬁnger tips. Save yourself countless hours scouring
the internet for the perfect printable map for your history
lesson!
Available only at MasterBooks.com

This blank timeline book with dates pre-marked from BC to the
present provides your student with a better understanding of the
ﬂow of history.
FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

history

grade//

junior high 6-8

THE WORLD’S STORY
A Charlotte Mason ﬂavored approach to learning world history written in a conversational narrative.

THE WORLD’S STORY 1: THE ANCIENTS
GRADE 6-8

$69.98

From Creation to the Roman Empire, students follow the story based approach
to see God’s hand and redeeming love at work from the very beginning. Meet
biblical patriarchs, judges, prophets, and kings as well as other historical ﬁgures like
Hammurabi, Alexander the Great, and Julius Caesar. Study the
Sumerians, Egyptians, Babylonians, Chinese, Celts, Nubians,
Nazca, Persians, Greeks, and more!
Student Book
$39.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

extra resource

WORLD’S STORY 1 TIMELINE PACK

$8.99

Timeline strip and images for Level 1.

THE WORLD’S STORY 2: THE MIDDLE AGES
GRADE 6-8

$69.98

From the fall of Rome through the Renaissance, study the major events of the Middle
Ages as well as historical ﬁgures like St. Patrick, Genghis Khan, Richard the Lionheart,
Joan of Arc, and Martin Luther. Study medieval cultures like the Byzantines, AngloSaxons, Muslims, Chinese, Japanese, Mongols, Mughals,
Vikings, Normans, Russians, Songhai, and the Aztecs.
Student Book
$39.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

extra resource

WORLD’S STORY 2 TIMELINE PACK

$8.99

Timeline strip and images for Level 2.

THE WORLD’S STORY 3: THE MODERN AGE
GRADE 6-8

$69.98

From the explorers through the present day, learn about the discovery of new lands,
the development of new technologies, and the constant cultural struggle among
people of all ethnicities. Study how modernization has
radically changed politics, economies, cultures, societies,
and worldviews all around the globe.
Student Book
$39.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

extra resource

WORLD’S STORY 3 TIMELINE PACK

$8.99

Timeline strip and images for Level 3.
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subject//

history

grade//

high school 9-12

HIGH SCHOOL HISTORY

AMERICAN HISTORY - REVISED AND IN COLOR
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$69.98

Survey the history of America from native peoples, European settlements,
nation-building, and expansion through the modern age. Actively build
your student’s strong biblical worldview, learning the political and faith
perspectives that have impacted its history and cultural changes over
Student Book

Teacher Guide
$24.99

WORLD HISTORY - REVISED AND IN COLOR
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$69.98

Students will develop a Christian worldview while forming their own
understanding of world history trends, philosophies, and events.
Examines historical theories, terms, and concepts.
Video supplements available at MasterBooksAcademy.com
Teacher Guide
$24.99

Providing the extra
assistance you or
your student need

subject//

government

grade//

high school 9-12

SOCIAL STUDIES

$58.97
history, meaning, and daily functions of the U.S. Constitution
in your life and your nation. From its original meaning to the
controversies that arise from re-interpretations of it, you will
understand how and why the Founding Fathers fashioned
a document of God-given rights that have stood the test of
time and political tinkering.
Student Book
$36.99

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE SMITH FAMILY

Teacher Guide
$29.99

DVD
$24.99

Explore God’s principles, His teachings, and His directions
for living a life of liberty, prosperity, and generosity. Study a
biblical case for free-market enterprise, and discover God’s
perspective for the economic decisions of an individual,
a family, and even a nation. Learning activities teach
practical tips for avoiding debt, building savings, spending
wisely, and giving from a heart of grace.
Bankruptcy of Our Nation
$14.99

Teacher Guide
$13.99

Money Wise DVD
$29.99

science

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
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subject//

science

grade//

elementary 1-3

LET’S TALK SCIENCE
ADVENTURES IN CREATION
GRADE 1

$44.99

Bring the Bible to life and instill a love for science with this exciting, handson science curriculum. Students will explore the days of creation and learn
about the amazing things God designed on each day. Lessons include what is
light made from, how clouds are formed, how the heart pumps blood, moon
phases, layers of the ocean and much more. Each lesson is easy to prepare for

GRADE 2

$44.99

Fascinating explorations of energy, simple machines, matter, astronomy, geology,
and more are packed into this early elementary study of God’s physical world.
Fun hands-on activities and biblically inspired stories help your student discover
that science supports what they read in the Bible. This curriculum incorporates
memory verses, discussion starters for expanded learning, and activity pages for
students to create their own Science Notebook to share with others.

NEW

ADVENTURES ON PLANET EARTH
GRADE 3

$44.99

Earth science is the perfect study for budding young scientists. This curriculum is
packed with fun activities and adventures to help your student learn about God’s
creation of biomes, the food chain, climate, trees, and so much more. Each lesson
offers Hidden Treasures to help the student see the biblical connection of the
scientific facts and build a deeper relationship with God.
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MASTER BOOKS

YOUTUBE
CHANNEL

where you’ll find
teaching tips for
homeschool parents,
product overviews, and
a series of

Science with Delaney.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE PETERSON FAMILY
FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT
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subject//

s cience

grade//

elementary 1-8

GOD’S DESIGN SCIENCE
When you truly understand how God has designed everything in our universe to work together, then you will enjoy
the world around you even more! Master Books exclusive editions, designed for multi-grade use.

GOD’S DESIGN LIFE - FOR BEGINNERS

GOD’S DESIGN HEAVEN AND EARTH - FOR BEGINNERS

$39.99

$39.99

GRADE 1-2

A complete life science curriculum for 1st-2nd graders.
Fun and easy-to-use, the God’s Design Life – for Beginners
curriculum guides students through an exploration of the
world of plants, animals, and the human body.

GRADE 1-2

A complete earth science curriculum for 1st-2nd graders. Fun and
easy-to-use, the God’s Design Heaven & Earth – for Beginners
curriculum guides students through an exploration of planet
Earth, water and weather, and the universe.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE WILLCOX FAMILY

GOD’S DESIGN FOR LIFE

GRADE 3-8

GRADE 3-8

Learn all about biology as students study the
intricacies of life science through human anatomy,
botany (plants), and zoology (animals) from a biblical
worldview.

Explore God’s creation of the land and skies with geology
(planet Earth), astronomy, and meteorology (weather &
water) as part of God’s created world.

$89.98

God’s Design for Life
$49.99

Teacher Guide
$39.99

$89.98

God’s Design for Heaven & Earth
$49.99
$39.99

PHYSICAL WORLD

CHEMISTRY & ECOLOGY

$89.98

$89.98

GRADE 3-8

GRADE 3-8

Study the introductory physics and mechanisms of heat
and energy, machines and motions, and technology and
inventions. Learn that the physical laws we live by were
set in place by God.
God’s Design for The Physical World
$49.99

Teacher Guide

Teacher Guide
$39.99

Learn about the scientiﬁc method as you discover the
exciting subjects of chemistry and ecology through
studying the properties of atoms and molecules, matter
and the various ecosystems.
God’s Design for Chemistry & Ecology
$49.99

Teacher Guide
$39.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

science

grade//

elementary 4-6

REVISED

13.5” TALL

ELEMENTARY ZOOLOGY

ELEMENTARY ZOOLOGY
GRADE 4-6

$130.94

Combines the study of both land animals and sea creatures, complete with trips to the zoo and aquarium. Our unique
package gives the educator an easy-to-use daily plan to turn these wonderful resources into a complete year of learning your
student is going to love!
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God’s Big Book of Animals
$34.99

God’s Amazing Creatures and Me How Many Animals Were on the Ark?
$11.99
$15.99

Complete Aquarium Adventure
$18.99

Complete Zoo Adventure
$18.99

Teacher Guide
$29.99

subject//

science

grade//

elementary 4-6

ELEMENTARY PALEONTOLOGY

NEW

ELEMENTARY PALEONTOLOGY: DINOSAURS
GRADE 4-6

$103.94

Step back in time (but not too far!) and enter the fascinating world of dinosaurs. Learn about the
different kinds of dinosaurs, what they ate, when they lived, what happened to them, and more.
You’ll even discover that dinosaurs and people lived together!
Dinosaurs for Kids
$14.99

Dinosaurs of Eden
$15.99

The Great Alaskan Dinosaur Adventure
$10.99

Dinosaurs by Design
$15.99

Dragons of the Deep
$15.99

Dinosaurs Teacher Guide
$29.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

science

grade//

elementary 3-6

ADDITIONAL SCIENCE SOLUTIONS

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY & PHYSICS
GRADE 3-6

$54.93

Students study magnets, light waves, chemical
elements, different forms of energy, and more
by using bubbles, salt, and other common items.
Science + activities = learning fun!
Matter
$12.99

Energy
$12.99

Teacher
$4.99

Student
$4.99

Student
$4.99

Teacher
$4.99

Teacher Guide
$8.99

ELEMENTARY ANATOMY
GRADE 4-6

GRADE 4-6

$76.96

Make science fun by exploring clouds, ocean depths, the water
cycle, how coal is formed, and more in this fact-ﬁlled course with
a helpful schedule! Also learn more about plants, animals, insects,
and their relationships with one another in the natural world!
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$82.96

An exploration of how our bodies’ nervous, respiratory, and
circulatory systems work that help students realize they are not
products of accidental processes, but instead are beautifully and
intricately designed.

Big Book of Earth & Sky
$17.99

Bugs
$16.99

Electrifying Nervous System
$15.99

Teacher Guide
$34.99

The Ecology Book
$16.99

Teacher Guide
$24.99

Breathtaking Respiratory System
$15.99

Complex Circulatory System
$15.99

subject//

science

junior high 7-9

grade//

ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
INTRODUCTION TO ANATOMY
& PHYSIOLOGY 1
GRADE 7-9 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$55.97

Learn about the musculoskeletal system and the cardio
and respiratory systems from the cell level to the systems
themselves. There will be no denying that the human body
can only be the product of a Master Designer.
Musculoskeletal System: Vol 1
$17.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

Cardiovascular and Respiratory Systems: Vol 2
$17.99
51
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bone tissue
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l System

The Musculoskeleta

INTRODUCTION TO ANATOMY
& PHYSIOLOGY 2
GRADE 7-9 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$55.97

Learn about the incredible complexity of the nervous system,
where your student will realize that their bodies cannot be
the result of chemical accidents occurring over millions of
years. They will then study the function of digestion, a highly
complex system created by God to transform food into fuel for
our energy, something called metabolism, and to take waste
from the body. The human body is the greatest creation of an
all-knowing Master Designer!
The Nervous System: Vol 3
$17.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

Digestive System & Metabolism: Vol 4
$17.99
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subject//

science

grade//

junior high 7-9

ADDITIONAL SCIENCE SOLUTIONS

$14.99
$24.99

AWESOME SCIENCE: HISTORICAL GEOLOGY
GRADE 7-8

$116.96

In this 6 DVD set, Noah Justice visits 12 national parks and monuments through the
worldview of a biblical creationist. Explore the geologic marvels of the Arches and Natural
Bridges, Yellowstone, the Grand Canyon, and more, all showing so clearly that catastrophic
processes of the Flood just a few thousand years ago have taken place to shape these
amazing formations.
Your Guide to Grand Canyon
$15.99

6 DVD SET
$59.99

Your Guide to Yellowstone
$15.99

Teacher Guide
$24.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

science

grade//

junior + high school7-12

GENERAL SCIENCE

GENERAL SCIENCE 1

GRADE 7-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$92.95

A foundational study that covers four branches of science! In this 36-week study, students will learn about oceans, astronomy,
weather, and minerals. This general science curriculum serves as a great earth science option and is written from a biblical
worldview perspective, emphasizing the accuracy of the Bible and the glory of God’s creation all around us.
The New Ocean Book
$16.99

The Mineral Book
$16.99

GENERAL SCIENCE 2

GRADE 7-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$92.95

A unique collection touching on four fascinating sciences! Add a little variety to your science program with these full-color
Wonders of Creation books! Learn about the landscape of caves, where you ﬁnd fossils, and what processes formed the world’s
landscape. Discover connections with ancient civilizations and the Bible in this comprehensive combined program.
The Archaeology Book The Cave Book
$16.99
$16.99
The Geology Book
$16.99

46

The Fossil Book
$16.99

Teacher Guide
$24.99

subject//

science

grade//

high school 9-12

ADDITIONAL SCIENCE SOLUTIONS

Exploring the World of Physics
$14.99
$19.99

ADVANCED PRE-MED STUDIES
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$87.95

Students are taught that God provided humans with minds and resources to bring
about advancements in science and health. A biblical perspective of healing and the
use of medicine provides the best foundation for treating diseases and injury.
Building Blocks in Life Science
$15.99

Body by Design
$16.99

Genesis of Germs
$19.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

Exploring the History of Medicine
$14.99

Living Fossils Episode 2 DVD
$19.99
$24.99

SURVEY OF ASTRONOMY
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$116.94

Step onto the moon as you begin a powerful educational journey through the
universe! From the barren moon to the farthest galaxies we can see, you will learn
about the facts and wonders of this marvel of creation. Teams solid science with a
biblical perspective to answer important questions about the stars, planets, and the
place of Earth in this vast expanse!
Taking Back Astronomy
$16.99

Created Cosmos DVD
$14.99

Our Created Moon
$16.99

Our Created Moon DVD
$12.99

Stargazer’s Guide
to the Night Sky
$34.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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subject//

science

grade//

high school 9-12

MASTER’S CLASS

$32.99

ILY

M
WALTER FA

MASTER’S CLASS: CHEMISTRY
GRADE 10-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT + LAB]

$72.98

Your student will study the basic concepts and
applications of modern chemistry from a Christian
worldview in this high school chemistry course complete
with labs. It is designed to provide a background for life
skills when chemistry is increasingly involved in everyday
life as well as a solid foundation for students going on to
college level courses. For the labs, students follow step by
step lab procedures and then write scientiﬁc reports of
their observations.
Student Book
$42.99
Chemistry Lab Kit
$224.95

48

Teacher Guide
$29.99

electives

PHOTO PROVIDED BY
THE FABER FAMILY
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subject//

elective

grade//

elementary 1-6

ELEMENTARY BIBLE
- NEW RELEASE
is a new, interactive Bible curriculum series designed

will help you reveal who God is and how He

MORE THAN WORDS LEVEL 1
GRADE 1-3

$42.99

A beautiful journey of faith for children in grades 1-3 as they
develop a deeper understanding of God and their relationship
with Him. Designed to echo a personal journal, this Bible course
will be an important step in helping your young student grow
spiritually. Includes stories, activities, poems, hymns, character
studies, art studies, word studies and more that will help
children discover their identities in Christ – one that cannot be
taken away or shaken by opinion or culture.

50

$42.99

Another step in the wonderful journey of faith that will help older
children in grades 4-6 develop a deeper relationship with God.
Gives students the opportunity to put into practice what they are
learning about God each day. Includes stories, special missions,
Scripture studies, as well as poetry, hymn, and picture studies
to help build your student’s character and faith. Gives students
the important tools to help them test everything with the Word
of God, through reading, studying, and memorizing biblical
passages each week.

subject//

elective

grade//

elementary 4-6

ELECTIVE SOLUTIONS
ELEMENTARY APOLOGETICS
GRADE 4-6

$84.98

This apologetics study for upper elementary children delves into issues
regarding the Bible, God, sin, dinosaurs, the Flood of Noah, salvation,
astronomy, and more, and is all based on actual questions asked by kids.
Answers are important. If children aren’t given answers to their questions
about the Bible and the history it reveals, they cannot defend their faith
against a fallen world.
The Answers Book for Kids 1
$7.99

The Answers Book for Kids 2
$7.99

The Answers Book for Kids 3
$7.99

The Answers Book for Kids 4
$7.99

The Answers Book for Kids 5
$7.99

The Answers Book for Kids 6
$7.99

The Answers Book for Kids 7
$7.99

The Answers Book for Kids 8
$7.99

Teacher Guide
$24.99

SMITH FAMILY

Artist’s Journal
$24.99

MORG

AN FA

MILY

subject//

elective

grade//

junior & high school 7-12

ELECTIVE SOLUTIONS

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC
GRADE 8-10 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$54.98

Logic is the study of the principles of correct reasoning. This course will train junior
high and high school students to be able to defend their faith against atheists
and skeptics alike using sound reasoning. Students will learn about logic and the
Christian worldview, the biblical basis for the laws of logic, if faith is contrary to reason,
informal logical fallacies, and more. They also learn that God determines the correct
way to reason and that He is the standard for all truth.
Video supplements available at MasterBooksAcademy.com
Student Book
$29.99

FREE POSTER
[Included with set]

Teacher Guide
$24.99

COMPARATIVE RELIGIONS: PRACTICAL APOLOGETICS FOR THE REAL
WORLD
GRADE 11-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$71.98

An eye-opening course with an apologetics foundation, focused on the history and
basic tenets of religions from around the world! What do they have in common? What
is their history? How much have they “borrowed” from Christianity and the Bible? Is
everyone worshiping the same “god?”
Discover what makes the Creator God in Genesis unique and how all religions fall into
one of two categories: man-made or God.
World Religions & Cults Box Set
$46.99

Teacher Guide
$24.99

Includes:
World Religions and Cults: Vol 1
World Religions and Cults: Vol 2
World Religions and Cults: Vol 3
Poster

APOLOGETICS IN ACTION
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$75.95

Students will learn important details that can strengthen their conﬁdence in the Bible’s
inerrant nature. Discover how the Bible proves itself, and the insight you need to strengthen
your faith and defend God’s Word.
How Do We Know the Bible is True Vol. 1
$14.99

Demolishing Contradictions Vol. 1
$12.99

How Do We Know the Bible is True Vol. 2
$14.99

Demolishing Contradictions Vol. 2
$12.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99
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subject//

elective

grade//

high school 9-12

ELECTIVE SOLUTIONS

Teacher Guide
$24.99

CHRISTIAN HERITAGE

GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$54.98
CULTURAL ISSUES:
CREATION/EVOLUTION &
THE BIBLE
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1/2 CREDIT]

$49.97

Over 50 faith-afﬁrming topics,
including fossils, the age of
the earth, the beginning of life,
and more. Students are given
insights to the arguments
brought against the faith, and
the solutions from the Bible and
observational science.
New Answers Book 1
$14.99

This Christian heritage study is focused on the
historical events and people surrounding the
Declaration of Independence, with a focus on
their faith and strong afﬁrmations of God in
society.
Student Book
$34.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

New Answers Book 2
$14.99

NEW
CULTURAL ISSUES VOL 2:
CREATION/EVOLUTION &
THE BIBLE
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1/2 CREDIT]

$49.97

Students will learn how to be more
effective in defense of scriptural
authority and the truth of Genesis
as literal history. Students are
given insights to the arguments
brought against the faith, and are
offered solutions from the Bible and
observational science.
New Answers Book 3
$14.99
New Answers Book 4
$14.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

HISTORY OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY
GRADE 10-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$50.98

The true birth of religious liberty is found in the
simple and courageous stories of those who
lived and died believing God is the author of
liberty. Students’ worksheets, quizzes, and tests
evaluate student progress.
Student Book
$34.99

Teacher Guide
$15.99

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT
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subject//

elective

grade//

high school 9-12

ELECTIVE SOLUTIONS

Teacher Guide
$24.99

GREAT CHRISTIAN CLASSICS
GRADE 10-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$74.98

This high school literature course covers ﬁve of the greatest life narratives of all time. A
thorough study of these great books will help the student understand the life, theology,
and worldview of some of the greatest Christian men in early church history. Sit at the feet
of some of the best teachers God has given to His Church.
Student Book
$49.99

Teacher Guide
$24.99

BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
GRADE 9-12 [1 YEAR / 1 CREDIT]

$101.96

Experience the biblical lands as you discover sites, artifacts, and history ﬁrst
revealed in God’s Word. Learn the civilizations thought to be biblical myths until
the sands of time and exploration conﬁrmed the Bible’s truth.
Archaeology Book
$16.99

Unwrapping the Pharaohs
$34.99

Unveiling the Kings of Israel
$29.99

Teacher Guide
$19.99

INTRO TO BIBLICAL GREEK
GRADE 10-12 [1 YEAR / 1/2 CREDIT]

$33.98

This video-based learning program is a basic introduction to biblical or Koine Greek.
Contains student worksheets, practice sheets, quizzes, answer keys, suggested resources,
and ongoing projects.
Video supplements available at MasterBooksAcademy.com

It’s Not Greek To Me DVD
$19.99

54

Teacher Guide
$13.99

additional resources

age//

6 - Adult

TIMELINES + CHARTS
Adams Chart
Adams Chart of History is a 23’ long by 27”
tall, illustrated timeline of biblical and world
history, covering a 6,000-year time period from
the biblical creation to the late 19th century
(1800s). The 21 full-size panels of this fold-out
chart can be viewed in book form or opened as
a continuous timeline to the full 23 feet.
Seeing history displayed in this brilliant
“at-a-glance” format helps us to fully
understand and contextualize that every
person or event is part of a much grander
picture and purpose.
13 x 27, Case, 21 page

$44.99

Panels only

ABIN

OURC

O
OMET
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@

BIG BOOK OF HISTORY

$21.99

$36.99

Teacher Guide

$6.99

F HISTORY

BIG BOOK O

The Big Book of History is the perfect way to engage your
child in an adventurous trip through time – from the first
Day of Creation to present day!

BIG BOOK OF EARTH & SKY

$17.99

Explore the sea, soil, and sky of God’s Earth in a big way!
Let your student take a journey from the earth’s core to the
edge of the outer atmosphere with detailed charts, facts,
and trivia. Opens up to over 15’ tall.

R FAMILY

MCCULLA

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT
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additional resources

age//

4 - Adult

DINOSAURS

51

50

back to the
answer. If we look we find that
3,
The Bible has the
by reading Genesis what God
Garden of Eden
he didn’t accept
Adam sinned because thought he could decide
Adam
to God’s Word.
told him to do.
instead of listening
truth for himself
of Adam, we are
are descendants
states:
Now because we
him. Romans 3:23
sinners just like

the glory of
and fall short of
For all have sinned
God.”
Our very nature
is just like Adam.
Each one of us
to listen to God’s
don’t really want
is such that we
are easily led
so many people
would rather
Word. That’s why
teaching. They
than the
astray by evolutionists’
scientists’ opinions
listen to the fallible
clear Word of God.

R-us)
(SPINE-o-SAW
reptile”
meaning “spiny

Archaeopteryx

-ter-iks)
(AHR-kee-OP
wing”
meaning “ancient

WR-us)
(KAHR-no-TA
bull”
meaning “meat-eating
SAWR-us)
t
(LAM-bee-uh[Canadian paleontologis
meaning “Lambe’s
reptile”
Lawrence Lambe]

Hypsilophodon
-don)

(hip-si-LOF-o
meaning “high-crested

is)
(SEEL-o-FIE-s
form”
meaning “hollow

DINOSAURS FOR KIDS

DINOSAURS OF EDEN

Ken Ham, Bill Looney

Ken Ham

Bodie Hodge, Laura Welch, Bill Looney

Within these pages kids will uncover the facts
about dinosaur history from Creation to recent
discoveries. Let Ken Ham take you on a journey
through time to explore these awesome
wonders of God’s design.

Learn how the Bible helps us understand when dinosaurs
lived, what they ate, why we ﬁnd their bones, and what
happened to them! Revised and updated, this beautifully
illustrated classic takes you across time to the biblical
foundation of dinosaurs and true history of the earth.

$14.99

$15.99

$18.99

DINOSAURS: MARVELS OF GOD’S
DESIGN

DINOSAUR ACTIVITY BOOK

DINOSAURS BY DESIGN

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

Dr. Tim Clarey

Educational and entertaining, the Activity
Book includes mazes, puzzles, word ﬁnds,
games, and other skill challenges. Create
your own dinosaur mini-movies, solve 15
challenging tangram puzzles, and more!

Duane Gish, Earl Snellenberger, Bonita
Snellenberger

The deﬁnitive guide to dinosaurs for
Christians. This book will restore faith in
the Word of God as it connects the Bible
with science. Read and discover how
dinosaurs are part of God’s creative glory!

$24.99

$9.99

DINOSAURS: STARS OF THE SHOW

GOD CREATED THE DINOSAURS

Amie Zordel, Joanna Borrero

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

A little girl who adores dinosaurs and a
Saturday morning program challenging
the Bible’s account of creation is a
chance for her to prove even the smallest
voices can defend God’s Word!

A simple history of dinosaurs — their
creation and facts on their size and diet.
A coloring and sticker book for ages 4–10.

$4.99

$12.99

sizes. Their bones are found around the
Bible’s biggest events. From creation to
que animals were amazing and the source
for Little Kids

HAM

RELIGION/Christian Education/Children
& Youth
JUVENILE NONFICTION/Animals/
Dinosaurs & Prehistoric Creatures

$13.99 U.S.

ISBN-13: 978-1-68344-199-1

Takes you into the exciting world of
dinosaurs to ﬁnd out what they were
really like. Discover how fossils are
formed, dug up, and assembled for
museums.

$15.99

WHEN DRAGONS’ HEARTS
WERE GOOD
Buddy Davis, Dan Lietha
In this delightful book, you’ll see that
the secrets of dinosaurs aren’t so secret
after all. Your whole family will come to
understand that once upon a time the
hearts of “dragons” were really good!

$13.99

DINOSAURS FOR LITTLE KIDS

DINOSAUR FUN WITH LETTERS

DRAGONS OF THE DEEP

Ken Ham

Master Books Creative Team

Carl Wieland, Darrell Wiskur

Learn the truth about the history of
dinosaurs in a wonderful book designed
just for little children. Explore different
kinds of dinosaurs, see when they were
created, and why they no longer roam
the world today.

Each letter is highlighted with a dinosaur
starting with that letter, and children are
encouraged to trace each one and learn
to write it for him or herself. Children
will enjoy practicing over and over
again as they learn about some of God’s
wonderful dinosaurs.

Revealing how these “dragons of the
sea” came into existence during the
creation week, Wieland’s riveting text
and descriptions are complemented by
the beautiful full-color illustrations by
acclaimed artist Darrell Wiskur.

EAN
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tooth”

of W.K. Parker,

DRAGONS: LEGENDS & LORE OF
DINOSAURS
Fascinating hands-on presentation of “dragons,”
their real biblical history, and their connection
as the last dinosaurs. Finalist in the “Children’s
Religious” Category of the USA Book News “Best
Books 2011” Awards.

dinosaurs in a wonderful book designed
nds of dinosaurs, see when they were
e world today!

named in honor
English scientist

$13.99

$12.99

$15.99

additional resources

age//

4-10

ACTIVITY BOOKS

A IS FOR ADAM

D IS FOR DINOSAUR

N IS FOR NOAH

Color a book about the Gospel from
Genesis in a proven resource that makes
learning the Bible fun! Teaches children
their alphabet as the letters correspond
with biblical concepts.

Color a book about Noah’s Ark, dinosaurs,
and the Genesis Flood in a proven resource
that makes learning the Bible fun! Based on
the classic book series by Ken Ham.

Color a book about trusting God and His
promises in a proven resource that makes
learning the Bible fun! Children will learn
important concepts from the rhyming text
as they color in the images!

$4.99

$4.99

$4.99

NOAH’S ARK PRE-SCHOOL
ACTIVITY BOOK

GOD CREATED THE ANIMALS

WORK OF YOUR HAND, THE

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

Jennifer Rivera

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

Learn more about animals and the
creation week in this combination
coloring and sticker book for ages 4–10.

There is one part of you that is
completely and unmistakably unique your ﬁngerprints! Discover loops, arcs,
whorls, and whys of God’s remarkable
designs! Nothing reveals the individual
nature of ourselves more than our own
ﬁngerprints.

Turn the history of Noah’s ark into an
enjoyable learning adventure in this
unique pre-school activity book.

$8.99

$4.99

$14.99
GOD CREATED THE BIRDS

GOD CREATED THE INSECTS

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

GOD CREATED THE PLANTS AND
TREES

Covers the biblical Creation story in
relation to birds, as well as facts about
birds in general, information on different
varieties of them, and explanations of why
God created them with wings, feathers,
and beaks. A coloring and sticker book
for ages 4–10.

From butterﬂies to bugs, learn about
delightful little creations in this
combination coloring and sticker book.
Ages 4–10.

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

$4.99

$4.99

GOD CREATED THE WORLD AND
THE UNIVERSE

GOD CREATED THE PEOPLE

GOD CREATED THE SEA LIFE

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger

From Eden to Noah and Babel, it’s the
history of people in a combination
coloring and sticker book for ages 4-10.

Learn details and more about creatures of
the sea in this combination coloring and
sticker book for ages 4–10.

$4.99

$4.99

Shares the types, uses, and biblical
connection of plants and trees. A coloring
and sticker book for ages 4–10.

$4.99

Contains information that will help
children understand the chronology of
creation, and the reasons we are to care
for what He has entrusted us with. A
coloring and sticker book for ages 4–10.

$4.99

GOD CREATED THE DINOSAURS
Earl Snellenberger, Bonita Snellenberger
A simple history of dinosaurs — their
creation and facts on their size and diet.
A coloring and sticker book for ages 4–10.

$4.99

Stickers in the
God Created
coloring books
help guide the
child with
coloring.

FIND OUT MORE AND LOOK INSIDE AT

NLPG .COM
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additional resources

age//

Adult

PARENTING
This is a very different book — certainly
different from anything I’ve written so
far. It is part journal, part tribute, part
devotional, and part “how-to.” It’s also

Will
Your
Child
Stand Strong
all heart,
an expression
of a passion,
Orconviction,
Be Overcome?
and commitment to the Word
of God, all of which was instilled in me by

Secularism, depravity, immorality….our children face cultural “giants”
my parents. It’s very personal too, as I offer
that previous generations never imagined. Ken Ham presents a
glimpses into
my childhood,
adult
and
powerful
message
about
thelife,
importance
of raising strong believers
a
number
of
my
life
experiences.
You
will
who can stand in the face of a world that will challenge, disparage,
and
seek
eliminate
their
faith every day.
find
theseto
glimpses
sometimes
humorous,
frustrating, or convicting, but as learning

WILL
THEY STAND
experiences
for us all.”
$19.99

— Ken Ham (From the Introduction)

KEN HAM is the president/CEO and founder of
Answers in Genesis - U.S., the acclaimed Creation
Museum, and the popular Ark Encounter with over
one million visitors annually. As one of the most
in-demand speakers in North America, he has
authored dozens of apologetic resources with over
three million books sold.

ANSWERS FOR HOMESCHOOLING
Israel Wayne
Make sure that you have laid a good
foundation for your child’s future and
respectfully defend your choice to those
who disagree with you.

$12.99

EDUCATION: DOES GOD HAVE AN
OPINION?

TEACH THEM DILIGENTLY

Israel Wayne

Shines a much-needed light on the
struggle many parents are having to pass
on a godly legacy to their children.

Leslie Nunnery

Many studies indicate that a majority of
Christian youth are leaving the Church,
so since God has a deﬁnite opinion about
the issue of education, it is vital we know
what it is.

$12.99

$13.99
PITCHIN’ A FIT!

INDOCTRINATION

STRESSED OUT

Israel & Brook Wayne

Colin Gunn & Joaquin Fernandez

Todd Friel

This book examines this deeply
ingrained and sometimes painful topic,
and offers hope, encouragement, and a
fresh vision for the change God wants
to bring.

Companion book to the award-winning
documentary, discussing the myths of
an educational system actively at work
to alter your child’s moral values and
worldview.

Find out how your anxiety is a blessing
that God will use to grow you and change
you in unimaginable ways.

$12.99

$14.99
DVD $19.95

RESET FOR PARENTS

ONE ANOTHERING

Todd Friel

Simon Schrock

Your child doesn’t have to be a statistic.
While you cannot save your child, you
can avoid the pitfalls that become the
excuses kids use when they choose to
walk away from the Lord.

RAISING THEM UP

weren’t

looking for…
The parenting book you
and the one you need the most.

Many

Israel Wayne

parents want a book that will “fix their child” in three easy steps.

While understandable, this expectation never works. The problem lies far more with

An intensely practical approach to
loving our neighbor, written by someone
discipleship!
who lives by what he says and easily
communicates this great need to all of us.
us, the parents, than it does with our child. If we don’t understand that truth, we
will only remain frustrated and disappointed. The far greater need is to change our
own hearts and minds.

Here’s the big picture: parenting is

Your child is learning from you. You are the teacher. Children listen to what you say,

but they watch how you live. When you are slack in dealing with character issues in

your own life, it short circuits your ability to reach your child’s heart effectively. In
Raising Them Up, you will discover:

$12.99

• The world of “techno-parenting”

• Parenting by grace

• Helping the difficult child

• Home-based apologetics

There are lots of other books out there that will teach you parenting tips and tricks.
But it’s not about gimmicks…it’s about God — His inspired, inerrant, infallible,
timeless truths. If you care enough to risk having to make changes in your own
way of thinking and living, then learn to powerfully and prayerfully parent children
after the ways of God.
RELIGION / Christian Living / Family &
Relationships
RELIGION / Christian Living / Parenting

WAYNE

$13.99

$13.99

Parenting is discipleship. You are the
teacher and far more is caught than
taught in parenting. As parents, we need
to fundamentally change our hearts and
minds as parents ﬁrst. That simply MUST
happen before any change will come for
our offspring.

$13.99 U.S.

ISBN-13: 978-0-89221-765-6

EAN
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$13.99

WISH LIST
subject

student

course

cost

notes//

STAY ORGANIZED THROUGHOUT YOUR STUDENT’S HOMESCHOOL JOURNEY

STUDENT RECORD KIT
This cumulative record kit tracks a student’s intellectual, physical, spiritual,
and social growth for grades Pre-K through 12th. Included with this set is:
Student Information for Grades Pre-K through 12
Student High School Transcript
Templates and Teacher Resources
Blank Grade Record
Science Lab Report
Reading List
Field Trip Record
Curriculum Planning
180 Day Schedule
Certificate of Completion
Progress Report
Transcript Sample
Math Objectives Checklist
for Grades 1-7
Language Objectives
Checklist for Grades 1-6
Key Scripture List

$8.99
DIGITAL PDF: Also available at masterbooks.com

$6.99

®

THANKS TO
MASTER BOOKS,
OUR YEAR
IS GOING SO
SMOOTHLY!
- SHAINA

”

Made for “Real World” Homeschooling
We ensure that a
biblical worldview is
integral to all of our
curriculum. We start
with the Bible as our
standard and build our
courses from there. We
strive to demonstrate
biblical teachings and
truth in all subjects.

VISIT

We’ve been publishing
quality Christian books
for over 40 years. We
publish best-selling
Christian authors like
Henry Morris, Ken
Ham, and Ray Comfort.

We use experienced
educators to create
our curriculum for realworld use. We don’t
just teach knowledge
by itself. We also teach
how to apply and use
that knowledge.

We make our
curriculum fun
and inspire a joy
for learning. We
go beyond rote
memorization by
emphasizing hands-on
activities and real world application.

We design our
curriculum to be so
easy that you can
open the box and
start homeschooling.
We provide easyto-use schedules
and pre-planned
lessons that make
education easy for
busy homeschooling
families.

We create our material
to be readily adaptable
to any homeschool
program. We know
that one size does
not fit all and that
homeschooling
requires materials that
can be customized for
your family’s wants
and needs.

TO SEE OUR FULL LINE OF FAITH-BUILDING CURRICULUM
OR CALL 800-999-3777.

